Theory and simulation of proton-coupled electron transfer, hydrogen-atom transfer, and proton translocation in proteins.
A theory of proton coupled electron transfer (PCET) is reviewed with application to charge transfer steps in the photosystem II oxygen-evolving complex (PSII/OEC). The relation between PCET when it is a concerted electron proton transfer (ETPT) process and hydrogen-atom transfer (HAT) reactions is discussed. Signatures expected for HAT reactions in terms of the size of the kinetic isotope effect and overall magnitude of the rate constant are discussed in the context of PSII/OEC. The formal similarity of ETPT to proton transfer and translocation is used to introduce a combined quantum mechanical (for the transferring protons) and molecular dynamics for the heavy-atom degrees of freedom approach. The method is used to examine double proton transfer in cytochrome c oxidase where two waters and a glutamate (Glu286) that is implicated in the proton translocation mechanism form a cyclic hydrogen bonded structure. Protonation of the glutamate is found to occur in agreement with experimental results.